
model 4110ADA
 

Deck-Mounted Drinking Fountain

FEATURES & BENEFITS

CONSTRUCTION
Heavy duty cast iron basin with a glossy white acid-resisting
enamel finish is designed for the toughest of applications.

OPTIONS

Bubbler Valve: Model 5054LF, lever handle, polished
chrome-plated brass deck mounted drinking faucet with
automatic stream regulation.
Bubbler Valve: Model 5051LF, polished chrome-plated,
self-closing, lever handle, sink or deck mounted bubbler
valve with adjustable stream regulation.
Bubbler Valve: Model 5017LF, polished chrome-plated sink
or counter mounted drinking faucet with renewable
control cartridge.
Waste Strainer: Model 6455, polished chrome-plated brass
flat waste strainer.

To see all options for this model, visit www.hawsco.com

SPECIFICATIONS

Model 4110ADA barrier-free deck mounted sink shall include
a white acid-resistant enameled iron 24" x 16" x 5" (61 x 40.6 x
12.7 cm) deep basin with barrier-free capabilities when
installation guidelines are followed, two cross-slotted holes to
accept faucets, and a stainless steel mounting rim.

APPLICATIONS

Perfect for either public or private indoor settings, the
4110ADA is a great fit in areas where a countertop is the best
fit for a drinking faucet/sink mount. Specifically, this type of
deck mounted sink may be placed in settings such as:
schools classrooms, laboratories, and other facilities where
the need for a deck mounted sink/fountain is present. Dual
purpose abilities allow the unit to provide multiple functions in
one area and not take up excess space.

Model meets all current Federal Regulations for the disabled
including those in the Americans with Disabilities Act. Haws
manufactures drinking fountains and electric water coolers to
be lead-free by all known definitions including NSF/ANSI
Standard 61, Section 9, California Proposition 65, and the
Federal Safe Drinking Water Act.
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